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To: Sandy Police                    2/8/17

In 2007 the box the analog meter attached to belonged to me. RMP says they will not service it because it is not theirs, 
yet without my permssion they serviced it with a digital radio wave meter emitting radiation poisoning. RMP  stole my 
identity for permission to service my box by replacing my analog meter with a digital radio wave meter emitting 
radiation poison. RMP has refused to provide me with a health ins. plan to get treatments that may reverse, cure, and 
stop the radiation disease RMP's identity theft caused. I cannot stop damage until the rays stop. The digital meter does 
not fit my block housing. Arcing has caused house fires.  RMP will not provide me with a fire ins. plan. RMP won't 
submit to our constitution and honor my freedom from power corp slavery etc. 

Last summer I had daily heart attacks, burning skin without a rash, headaches, dizziness, fell, have a left breast tumor, 
autoimmune disease, leaky gut causing thyroid problems, that have caused many heart failures, muscle pain... I believe 
RMP caused my open heart surgery eaten by bacteria my system could not kill.  Radiation damages the heart and 
immune system.....

The day before Thanksgiving, 2016, I took an internet class on emfs from lights and meters and outlet plugs. I must 
eliminate light bulbs, meters, and buy shielding. I found aluminum screen diminishes radiation from electrical meters so 
I wrapped my meter--forgot about it. The next morning I was not in heart attack. I was able to get out of bed without 
weeping. My Alzheimer's is not worsening. I did not have scabies, or fungus infection or low iron causing crawling, 
burning, itching skin--I have radiation poisoning!
MY SKIN BURNS SO I KNOW I NEED THIS METER GONE TO GET well.  NEEDED MDIDICAL 
TREATMENTS COST HUNDREDS.  I NEED A HEALTH INS. PLAN to stop headaches and heart problems.   I must 
pay 230.00 health wellness ransom to remove the meter and monthly extortion to keep it gone,  I live at 100% poverty 
and cannot pay this criminal demand. The Navy identified radio wave poinsoning in l969.
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